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Abstract
Although online learning no longer entails the kinds of interface barriers it once did, recent research is
making very clear that interactions with interfaces significantly affect other interactions in online courses.
This paper reviews the current literature on online learning to see what it can tell us about the mediating
effects of differing interfaces on the three kinds of interactions described by Michael Moore [1] interactions with course content, interactions with instructors, and interactions with classmates. The
results point to the need for further serious research in this area.
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Introduction
In 1989, Michael Moore [1] identified three kinds of interactions that supported online learning —
interaction with content, interaction with instructors, and interaction among peers — which have proved
useful constructs for thinking about online learning up to the present. Not long thereafter, Hillman, Willis,
and Gunawardena [2] noted that new and emergent technologies had, at least temporarily, created a fourth
type of interaction, learner-interface interaction, which they defined as the interaction that takes place
between a student and the technology used to mediate a particular distance education process. Interface
thus refers to specific technologies, platforms, applications, and course templates students must use to
interact with course content, instructors and classmates (Figure 1).
Ten years later, interfaces no longer represent the kinds of barriers to interaction they once did, but it is
becoming increasingly clear that interactions with interfaces significantly afford and/or constrain the
quality and quantity of the other three interactions [3]. Swan, Bowman, Vargas, Schweig and Holmes [4],
for example, developed a user-response model of the ways in which people make sense of electronic texts
based on rich observations of students searching them for information. Their grounded research found
that, unlike printed texts which most readers interpret singly, users engage electronic texts at three levels,
each of which affect meaning making — the content or page level, the design or website level, and the
platform and browser level. These last two level represent issues of interface. Students not only needed to
navigate and make sense of each of these levels before they could process content, but how they interacted
with platforms/browsers and the structure of particular websites affected the meanings they eventually
developed from the content of those websites.
This paper will review educational research and explore issues concerned with students' interaction with
course interfaces and the ways in which these affect student learning. It will do so in terms of the mediating
effects of course interfaces on the three types of interactions described by Moore [1] — interaction with
content, interaction with instructors, and interactions among classmates — and in so doing provide good
evidence of the need for significant new research on issues of interface.

Figure 1: Interaction with Interface Conceptualized
Swan, 2003

Interface Issues and Interaction with Content
Interaction with content refers to the learners' interaction with the knowledge, skills and attitudes being
studied. In general, this has to do with the learners' interaction with the course materials. It is thus
primarily concerned with course design factors. These, of course, include course interfaces. Measurement
of online content learning has been undertaken in terms of performance (course grades, exams, written
assignments, etc.) and perceptions of learning by students and faculty. Most of this research has involved
comparisons of learning online with learning in traditional classrooms, and most of that has found no
significant differences in learning outcomes between the two modes of learning [5, 6, 7].
Some of this research, however, has looked at specific interface issues. For example, pioneering research
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on online learning demonstrated that the structure [8], transparency [9], and communication potential
[10] of course designs heavily impact students' learning. Swan, Shea, Fredericksen, Pickett, Pelz. and
Maher [11] examined the relationships between course design factors and students' perceived learning in
73 different online courses and found significant correlations between the clarity, consistency, and
simplicity of course designs and students' perceived learning. These findings suggest both a constraint of
asynchronous online environments and a way of ameliorating that constraint. Because real-time
negotiation of meaning is impossible among instructors and students separated by space and time, clarity
of meaning is more important in online classes. Consistent, transparent, and simple course structures add
to such clarity as well as insure that learners only have to adapt to course structures once.
A growing focus in research on the effects of interface and interface design on online student learning
involves the use of a variety of media to deliver course content. Researchers, designers and practitioners
are beginning to ask what combinations of text, pictures, animations, audio and video best support student
learning. Richard Mayer [12] has been studying these issues for the past fifteen years in experimental
studies of students' understanding of how scientific systems work. In over 20 separate investigations,
Mayer and his colleagues meticulously tested the multimedia conditions which resulted in the greatest
transfer of learning from differing presentations of scientific explanations.
For example, they randomly assigned students to interact with two versions of a computer-based
explanation of the phenomenon of lightning, one in which animations were accompanied by textual
explanations and one in which the same animations were accompanied by audio narrations. Student
performances on tests of their ability to transfer their understanding of lightening were compared between
groups and significant differences favoring animation with narration were found. Mayer made similar
comparisons of differing combinations of media and variations in multimedia presentations and replicated
his results multiple times in all cases. Findings from this work are summarized in Table 1 which shows both
research results (research effect) and practical applications of the findings (design principle).
Chi-Hui Lin [13] reports similar results, in similar experimental studies of the effects of differing
multimedia presentations on student learning of mathematical concepts. In particular, Lin found that
students given animated representations of concepts outperformed those shown video. This work also
provides an intriguing glimpse into interactions between interface design and students' epistemological
beliefs and their effects on attitudes toward learning. As online courses and online development packages
are including a greater variety of media all the time, further research of this kind seems particularly useful
and timely. In particular, research on the effects of differing media representations on different kinds of
learning, for example support for collaborative learning, or the learning of differing kinds of knowledge,
might be particularly useful.

RESEARCH EFFECT

DESIGN PRINCIPLE
When designing multimedia, ...

MODALITY

better transfer from animation
and narration than from
animation and text

...present explanations of
animations in spoken
form.

CONTIGUITY

better transfer when narration
and animation are presented
simultaneously rather than
sequentially

...present narration and
animation simultaneously.

MULTIMEDIA

better transfer from animation
and narration rather than from
narration alone

...provide narration for
animations.

PERSONALIZATION

better transfer when narration is ...present narration in a
conversational rather than formal conversational style.

COHERENCE

better transfer when irrelevant
video, narration, and/or sounds
are excluded

...avoid extraneous video
and audio.

REDUNDANCY

better transfer from animation
and narration than from
animation, narration and
on-screen text

...do not add text to
presentations involving
animations with narration.

PRETRAINING

better transfer when explanations
...begin explanations with
of system components precedes
concise descriptions of
rather than follows a narrated
system components
animation

SIGNALING

better transfer when different
parts of a narration are signaled

...include signaling that
identifies the organization
of the presentation.

PACING

better transfer when the pace of
presentation is learner controlled

...allow the learner to have
control over the pace of the
presentation.

Table 1: Effects and Principles of Multimedia Design
adapted from Mayer, 2001
Other research on the effects of interaction with online interfaces involves the design of particular
interfaces. For example, Chang, Sung and Chiou [14] investigated the efficacy of a hierarchical hyperconcept map (HHCM) interface compared with a simple hierarchical navigation system and a linear course
presentation for supporting junior high students learning of computer concepts. Dependent measures
included a test of computer hardware achievement (CHAT) and logs of time students spent using online
materials. The HHCM group scored significantly better than the linear group on performance measures,
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and took significantly less time reading the materials than students in either the linear group or the
hierarchical navigation group. The authors thus maintained that students learned faster and slightly better
from the HHCM interface.
Similarly, Gutl and Pivec [15] explored the efficacy of a Virtual Tutor (VT) application for scaffolding the
problem solving of undergraduate computer science students. The VT combined capabilities for
multimedia representation with an expert system to provide guided support for solving computer science
design problems. The authors compared the problem solutions of students randomly assigned to work
either with the VT or using traditional print resources. They found that all the VT students provided correct
solutions to a transfer problem, whereas two of the students who worked with print materials provided
incorrect solutions and two provided incomplete solutions. In addition, students working with the print
materials experienced time problems, while students working with the VT did not. The authors argue that
the results show that students solved problems better and faster using the Virtual Tutor.
The results of these studies of particular interfaces may suggest ways in which interfaces can be designed to
better support student learning. It is also important to note that the interfaces advocated in both studies
exploit the unique capabilities of computing environments. Further research of this sort will add to our
knowledge of how we can better design course interfaces to support learning and is certainly indicated.

Interface Issues and Interaction with Instructors
A second type of interaction in online environments occurs between learners and their instructors. In any
educational setting, the instructor serves as an expert who plans instruction to stimulate students'
interests, motivates their participation in the learning process, and facilitates their learning. The
relationship between instructor/student interactions and learning outcomes has been well documented in
traditional classrooms. A similar relationship has been found online [11, 16, 17, 18]. Recent work by Shea
[19], in particular, has demonstrated significant relationships between a variety of measures of teaching
presence and perceived learning in a very large and diverse population.
Two studies that explored both positive and negative influences on learning of interfaces also deserve
mention. Both studies compared instructor provided feedback on assignments with web-based model
comparison types of feedback. Riccomini [20] investigated pre-service education students' application of
behavior-analysis and instructional-analysis skills on criterion tasks after receiving either instructordelivered corrective feedback on a similar task or being directed to a web-based exemplary model that
students had to then compare with their own solutions to the task. Riccomini used an experimental,
counter-balanced design in which students were randomly assigned to groups who received one type of
feedback for one of the tasks and the other type of feedback on the other. He found that students receiving
instructor delivered corrective feedback significantly outscored students using web-based model
comparison feedback on both tasks.
Researchers at Michigan State University [21] made a similar comparison of instructor-delivered and
web-based assignment feedback. They compared the performances of undergraduate physics students
using an instructor supported discussion forum for help with assignments with the performance of
students using a third party website where assignment solutions were given. This is an interesting study
because it examines learning from real-world, web-based applications. The Michigan State physics
department created a program to generate individualized homework assignments. In response, former
students created a web application that generated answers with explanations to those problems. This study
compared the performance of students using this third party site for help with their homework with the
performance of students who took advantage of an instructor supported discussion site where they could
get help on their homework from graduate assistants (GAs). The researchers further distinguished between
students who posted to the instructor supported discussion, and students who just read those discussions.
Using correlational analyses, they examined the relationships between the use of each of the online
homework support sites and students' grades on homework, quizzes, and midterm and final exams, with
the effects of aptitude (operationalized as composite ACT scores) partialled out. They found positive
correlations between posting to the sanctioned site and grades on homework, midterm, and final exams,
and between visiting the sanctioned site and grades on midterm and final exams. Interestingly, there was a
negative correlation between just visiting the sanctioned site and homework grades. On the other hand,
there was a positive correlation between using the third party site and homework scores, but negative
correlations between using that site and grades on quizzes, midterms, and final exams.
The results of this and the previous study indicate that web-based explanations of homework may not
support conceptual learning without instructor interaction and feedback, at least with undergraduate
populations. These thus may argue against certain kinds of automated interfaces. Further research in this
area could prove fruitful.

Interface Issues and Interaction among Classmates
Socio-cognitive theories of learning maintain that all learning is social in nature and that knowledge is
constructed through social interactions. Online education seems particularly well situated to support such
social learning because of the unique nature of asynchronous course discussions. Many researchers have
found that students perceive online discussion as more equitable and more democratic than traditional
classroom discourse [22]. In addition, because it is asynchronous, online discussion affords participants
the opportunity to reflect on their classmates' contributions while creating their own, and on their own
writing before posting it. This tends to create a certain mindfulness and a culture of reflection in online
courses [23, 24, 25].
A great deal has been written on online discourse. Some of this work looks anecdotally at media issues,
examining the best uses of synchronous vs. asynchronous discussion for example [26]. This work seems to
suggest important issues for serious further investigation. Most of the research, however, examines
asynchronous online discussion, and implicitly views online discussion as not influenced by interface
issues other than its asynchronous nature. Particularly compelling research contesting such implicit
assumption can be found in Jim Hewitt's [27, 28] studies of patterns of development in online discussions.
Hewitt's work questions the implicit assumption many of us hold that discussion threads develop solely
according to course requirements, students' needs and interests, and instructor facilitation.
In a large scale analysis of the online discussions of 92 graduate students enrolled in five asynchronous
online courses, Hewitt [27] examined patterns of interactivity in 673 multi-message threads. For example,
in a four message thread, he identified six possible patterns across time (Figure 2):
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A.
2.
3.
4.

a posting and three responses to that posting (depth of 2)
a posting, two responses to it, and a response to the second response (depth of 3)
a posting, a response, and two responses to that response (depth of 3)
a posting, two responses to it, and a response to the first response before the second is posted
(depth of 3)
5. a posting, two responses to it, and a response to the first response after the second response was
posted (depth of 3)
6. a posting, a response to it, a response to the response, and a response to it (depth of 4)

Figure 2: Frequencies of Patterns of Interaction in Four Message Threads
adapted from Hewitt, 2003
Hewitt examined the frequencies of these various patterns. All things being equal, one would expect to find
an equal distribution of these patterns. Instead, out of 342 four-message threads, Hewitt found 134 were in
the elongated pattern (F), whereas only 32 were in the truncated pattern (A), and a mere 23 were in the late
response pattern (E). The remaining threads with a depth of three (B, C, D) occurred either 51 or 52 times.
Hewitt attributes these disparities in the frequencies of occurrences of patterns of interaction to students'
habits of participation in online discussions, habits he maintains are encouraged by the design of
discussion interfaces to flag unread notes. Indeed, when he investigated user logs, he found that most
students (97.6%) read messages before they posted messages, read only messages flagged as unread
(82%), and tended to respond to messages that were less than 48 hours old (80%).
In a follow-up study [28], Hewitt found that these patterns of interaction could be replicated using a Monte
Carlo simulation based on nothing more that typical rates of reading and posting messages and a rule
which stated that only messages flagged as unread would be responded to. He thus concludes that patterns
of interactivity in online discussion are governed as much by what notes are flagged unread at any
particular time as by course requirements, students' needs and interests, or perhaps even instructor
facilitation. This practice, clearly resulting from interfaces that flag messages as unread and that only
display a single message at a time, favors elongated threads and discussions he characterizes as growing
like forest fires, at the edges. The problem with this, he observes, is that potentially interesting and
important threads are unintentionally abandoned, and that unintentional changes in topic occur, resulting
in disjointedness and discussions that are often peripheral to course content. This issue clearly deserves
further investigation, especially investigation concerning alternative representations of online discussion.

Conclusions
Hewitt's work clearly demonstrates the impact course interfaces can have on learning online. There has
long been a dispute in the field of educational technology, epitomized by the ongoing debate between
Richard Clark [29] and Robert Kozma [30] in the late 1980s and 90s. Clark argued that findings of
significant differences between technology-based and traditional interventions resulted not from media
effects but rather from better designed technology-based instruction. Media, he maintained, were like
trucks, they were delivery vehicles and no more. What mattered, according to Clark, was the quality of
instruction, not how it was delivered. Kozma challenged Clark's position. He conceded the importance of
instructional design, but argued that media mattered too. All media, Kozma argued, particularly support
specific kinds of instruction and are less supportive of others. Media afford and constrain different kinds of
learning simply because they mediate, they are necessarily in-between, instructional interactions. In online
learning, the primary vehicle of that mediation is the course interface. The research reviewed in this paper
quite clearly shows that interfaces matter. The notion surely deserves serious, specific, and rigorous
investigation.
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